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I was interested in buying a property to earn a supplementary income. I neither had the time nor the knowledge to 
search for an appropriate property. Mistoria found me a property which needed a lot of renovation work. They came up 
with a plan, rebuilt it and renovated it to a high standard. It is now fully let, earning me the income I need.
Mr KA, Investor, Mar 2013

“We have received a very friendly, efficient and professional service from Mistoria Lettings from the very outset.  In 
particular Paul Gwynne has been more than accommodating to us as Landlords in Northern Ireland.  On one occasion 
he met with us in Liverpool and we viewed our property (which was maintained to a very high standard indeed).  Paul 
explained in great detail the measures he and his team would be putting in place to secure tenants for the following 
year.  Mike from Mistoria has been more than diligent in replying to any queries we may have had regarding rental 
payments.  Rental payments have always been made on time without delay.  We have been advised at every stage of 
any works requiring carried out and our authority was sought at each stage.  We would have no hesitation whatsoever 
of recommending Mistoria Lettings to future Landlords and we most certainly will be asking Mistoria to act on our 
behalf with any additional property we may let in the future.  A truly professional service”.
Ms AM , Landlord, April 2013

“Having worked with the Mistoria Group on 3 properties and with another 2 to 3 currently in the pipeline, MSS Real 
Estate is thrilled with the working relationship it has with Mistoria. The Mistoria Group have provided MSS Real Estate 
with a full property investment service, ranging from the sourcing of potential assets, through refurbishment and all 
the way to the letting and management of the properties. 

Mistoria Group provide a high quality of service to their clients/partners, not only demonstrated by the high finish of 
the properties post renovation, but also by the fact that investors are kept continuously informed with all workings/
procedures that are being carried out on their properties. These works come in on time and on budget.

With the excellent structure and team Mistoria have in place, lead by Mish Liyanage, MSS Real Estate are looking 
ahead to a huge expansion of its student accommodation portfolio aided by the services of the Mistoria  Group. With 
the strong amount of opportunities on offer in the market and the fact that Mistoria have a team dedicated to finding 
the very best properties, there is huge potential for MSS Real Estate and Mistoria to be at the forefront of the student 
accommodation property market for years to come. 
Mr ME, May 2013

‘I have a number of rental investment properties and, following a referral from a business colleague, contacted 
Mistoria Furnishing seeking urgent assistance in bringing a prestigious apartment back to it’s original high standard.  
The previous tenant had left the property in a rather undesirable state and a rapid turnaround was required.  Mistoria 
Furnishing responded immediately identifying the scope of work which included supply and installation of new 
furniture and soft furnishings, steam cleaning of all areas and removal of rubbish.  Amazingly the apartment was 
ready within 48 hours and Mistoria Furnishing truly went above and beyond what was originally requested. I was 
impressed with the speed and efficiency  and would highly recommend them to anyone.’
Mr MS, January 2013
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